Evolution of triaxial shapes at large isospin: Rh isotopes
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A B S T R A C T

The rotational response as a function of neutron–proton asymmetry for the very neutron-rich isotopes of Rh (116–119Rh) has been obtained from the measurement of prompt γ rays from isotopically identified fragments, produced in fission reactions at energies around the Coulomb barrier. The measured “signature” splitting of the yrast bands, when compared with the Triaxial Projected Shell Model (TPSM) calculations, shows the need for large, nearly constant, triaxial deformations. The present results are compared with global predictions for the existence of non axial shapes in the periodic table in the case of very neutron-rich nuclei Rh isotopes. The predicted trend of a second local maximum for a triaxial shape around N ~ 74 is not found.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP³.

A basic property of atomic nuclei is its shape, which governs its various static as well as dynamic properties, and depends on the interaction among its constituents (Z protons and N neutrons). Shapes ranging from spherical to tetrahedral are predicted across the nuclear landscape. The evolution of nuclear shapes as a function of angular momentum and isospin is of prime importance in nuclear structure studies [1,2]. There is a predominance of prolate over oblate shapes for the ground state of even-Z even-N axially deformed nuclei [3]. Deviations from axial symmetry and the existence of triaxial “rigidly deformed” nuclei, first predicted in the late 50’s, were assumed to be commonly possible [4,5]. There have been a sustained experimental and theoretical efforts to establish the signature of triaxial shapes of nuclei of various mass regions. Most of these nuclei were found to exhibit vibrational modes or “softness” with respect to the triaxiality parameter γ [6–8]. In the odd-A nuclei near A ~ 190 evidence of asymmetric shapes have been suggested from the comparison of the measured high spin levels with calculations based on a model of asymmetric rotor coupled to nucleon in a single-j orbital [9]. For a model independent measure of triaxiality, the cubic shape parameter analysis was used to establish maximum effective large triaxiality for certain isotopes of Os and Pt [10]. Multiple Coulomb excitation studies have been used to study the breaking of axial symmetry [11]. Data on the splitting of the iso-vector GDR in the certain nuclei was also shown to be sensitive to the deformation and triaxiality [12]. The rotation of triaxial nuclei has been suggested to be manifested as chiral partner bands [13], which initiated several experimental investigations [14–16] in recent years.

Möller et al. [17] made a systematic study to investigate the sensitivity of the ground-state nuclear masses with the inclusion of axial asymmetry, for nuclei both near and far from stability. They showed the correlation between the need for axial asymmetry and the presence of experimentally known characteristic γ-bands in nuclei around stability. For these nuclei, a systematic deviation between the calculated and the measured masses was removed by the inclusion of axial asymmetry. This study gave a surprisingly small number of nuclei (~ 70 out of 3000) whose calculated masses were affected by axial-symmetry breaking. These calculations showed that the effect of axial asymmetry is maximum around Z ~ 44, N ~ 64 and also predicted another additional region of increased triaxiality around N ~ 74 for these elements. However in this region, systematic beyond mean field calculations, for even–even nuclei, using the Gogny D1S interaction, extended by a 5-Dimensional Collective Hamiltonian (5DCH), predict a smooth evolution of γ for the relevant isotopes but with a de-
creasing mean value of the quadrupole deformation [18]. Thus the measurements of very neutron-rich Ru and Rh isotopes are important to probe the evolution of triaxiality very far from stability. These isotopes are interesting candidates to probe whether the relevant excited states and their decay patterns provide a signature of triaxiality. This could also help in establishing the link between the lowering of ground state masses when axial symmetry is broken to pattern of excited states that are uniquely related to triaxial shape. Calculations relating nuclear masses to collective structures have also been reported [19].

The energies of excited states as a function of angular momenta provide an experimental handle to identify triaxial shapes. The signature quantum number is associated with the invariance of the intrinsic Hamiltonian of an axially-deformed nucleus with respect to 180° rotation around a principal axis. A signature-dependent term implies that rotational bands with $K \neq 0$ ($K$ is the angular momentum projection of the quasi particles along the symmetry axis), in a system with rotational invariance, tend to separate into two groups, characterized by “favored” and “unfavored” signature quantum number [20]. The shift between these energetically favored and unfavored sequences of levels (energy signature splitting), is used to understand non-axial shapes in nuclei [21,22].

We report here on the spectroscopy of the high spin states in odd-Z Rh neutron-rich isotopes $^{116–119}$Rh, which could not be accessed earlier experimentally, to understand the evolution of nuclear triaxiality far from the valley of stability. These results are examined in the light of global predictions for triaxiality in the periodic table. It is important to note that the earlier investigations [10–12] provide clear experimental evidence for triaxiality of nuclei, some of which are in variance with the prediction of the finite range liquid drop model (FRDM) [17].

The measurements were performed at GANIL using a $^{238}$U beam at 6.2 MeV/u ($\sim 0.2$ pNa) on a 10-micron thick $^9$Be target. The fis-

Fig. 1 shows the $\gamma$-ray spectra for the isotopically identi-
fied $^{114–119}$Rh isotopes measured in this work. The derived level schemes for $^{114–119}$Rh obtained using $\gamma - \gamma$ coincidences, energy sums, and relative intensities, are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for the odd-A and even-A Rh isotopes respectively. The resulting level schemes extracted for $^{114,115}$Rh confirm those previously obtained in literature [28,29], including those for the side bands (not shown in Fig. 2). Additionally, the 255.2 keV and 774.9 keV transitions corresponding to the side bands of $^{114}$Rh and $^{115}$Rh respectively and the 215.5 keV transition of the main band in $^{115}$Rh were placed from the present measurement. A few more new transitions were also seen in the mass gated spectra but could not be placed in the level scheme due to lack of sufficient statistics for $\gamma - \gamma$ correlations for these transitions. A comparison with other known lighter even-A Rh isotopes suggests that the 143.4
and 310.7 keV transitions in $^{116}$Rh (Fig. 1c) could belong to a side band. The spin-parities are proposed based on the systematics of the known schemes of the lower-A Rh isotopes [30]. In $^{115}$Rh, a high spin 7− isomer [31] and in $^{116}$Rh [32] a 6− isomer were tentatively suggested. A similar isomer with J > 4 was proposed in $^{118}$Rh [33]. No coincidences were possible for $^{119}$Rh due to the low statistics in this very exotic nucleus. The γ rays for $^{116-119}$Rh are reported for the first time (a single transition) from the decay of a low spin isomeric decay state has been earlier reported in $^{117}$Rh [34]. Detection of the prompt γ rays in the Rh isotopic chain up to N/Z = 1.64, N = 74, (as compared to N = 70 obtained from the traditional high-fold γ coincidence method), was only possible because of the increased sensitivity and selectivity of the present setup.

The quantum mechanical triaxial projected shell model (TPSM) is used to understand the band structure and signature splitting of the neutron-rich Rh isotopes. Various phenomena related to triaxial shapes of nuclei, like γ-vibrations [35], chiral symmetry [36, 37], and wobbling modes [38], have been successfully described using the TPSM. More recently, the TPSM along with Density Functional Theory (DFT) provided a consistent description of data for even–even nuclei near $^{110}$Ru [39]. In the TPSM, the quasi-particle states are generated by solving the triaxial Nilsson and pairing (monopole and quadrupole terms) Hamiltonian in the BCS approximation [35,37,40,41] with the relevant deformation parameters, $\epsilon$ and $\epsilon' (\gamma = tan^{-1}(\epsilon'/\epsilon))$. To obtain the states in the laboratory frame, the broken rotational symmetries in these deformed multi-quasi-particle states are projected onto good angular-momentum states through a three-dimensional angular momentum projection formalism. Each triaxial configuration is composed of several K values and the corresponding bands are obtained by assigning a given K value in the angular momentum projection operator [40]. These projected basis states are then employed to diagonalize the shell model Hamiltonian. The final states so obtained, because of the configuration mixing (different K values), do not have a well-defined K quantum number. The triaxial configuration, in the case of an even-Z–even-N system, is an admixture of different K states and the vacuum configuration is composed of K = 0, 2, 4, ..., states [40–42]. The details of the formalism for odd-Z–even-N and odd-Z–odd-N nuclei can be found in Refs. [35,37].

For the Rh isotopes discussed here, three major shells, N = 3, 4 and 5 (2, 3 and 4) for neutrons (protons), were used in the calculation. In the case of the odd-A Rh isotopes, the one-quasi-particle configuration (1–qpc) (proton) and three-quasi-particle configurations (3–qpc) (one-proton and two-neutrons) were used to compute the states measured in the present work. Similarly, for the even-A Rh isotopes, the two-quasi-particle configurations (2–qpc) (one proton and one neutron) were generated using the same method. The calculations used a standard set of parameters for this mass region [36]. In the present work, the values of $\epsilon$ and $\epsilon'$ were adopted so that experimental data is reproduced reasonably well. The $\epsilon$ value chosen in the TPSM analysis is close to those obtained in mean-field calculations [43], however, deviations were noted for $\epsilon'$. In should be noted that in the TPSM approach, the basis states are generated by solving the Nilsson potential with the input deformation values of $\epsilon$ and $\epsilon'$, and these deformation values also fix the strength of the quadrupole-quadrupole part of the Hamiltonian through self-consistency conditions. However, the final deformation (quadrupole moment) calculated using the project- ed wavefunctions may be different from the input deformation used for the bases. The reason is that Hamiltonian is diagonalized using the projected multi-quasiparticle basis states and many-body correlations entering though this process can alter initial deformation values.

The projected energies for the different configurations before configuration mixing provide insights into the structure of the bands. The locus of the projected energies at various spins for a particular configuration is referred to as a band. We first describe the calculations (performed up to $I^+ = 29/2^+$) for the odd-A Rh isotopes. The lowest band (ground) is found to be built on a 1–qpc with K = 7/2. At low spin, the next favorable band, which lies close to ground band, is the γ-band with K = Kγ + 2, Kγ being the K-value of the ground band. The other γ-band with K = Kγ−2 is found to be energetically less favorable. For higher spin ($J^* \geq 15/2^+$), a 3–qpc with K = 1/2 is found to have an energy similar to the 1–qpc K = 7/2 and K = 11/2 band. After configuration mixing, the amplitudes (which vary as a function of the angular momentum) for the various components of the low lying yrast states are found to be dominated by the K = 7/2 component along with additional small components arising from the K = 11/2 and the K = 1/2 states. The energies obtained after diagonalization for the yrast band in the odd-A Rh isotopes are shown (using the deformation values given in Table 1) and are compared with the corresponding experimental data in Fig. 2. The figure shows that the TPSM calculations are able to describe the energies of the excited states well. The signature splitting at lower spin is found to arise from K = 7/2 states. The increase in the signature splitting at higher spin can be attributed to mixing of the K = 1/2 states. Fig. 4 illustrates the sensitivity of the calculations for the energy difference between consecutive spin levels (signature splitting) for various values of $\gamma$ for $^{115,117}$Rh. In the case of the calculations for the even-A Rh isotopes (performed up to $I^+ = 18^+$), different 2–qpc with K = 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 were considered (only odd-K configurations were used since they were energetically more favorable). The two bands having the lowest energy were found to be based on configurations with K = 7 and 9 respectively. Their excitation energies were found to be within 100 keV for the entire spin range. The calculated yrast states, obtained after band mixing were found to give an overall good description of the data and are shown in Fig. 3. Additionally, these calculations predict an excited band very close to the yrast band (see Fig. 3) and the energy difference between the ground and partner band is found to be minimum for $^{117}$Rh. Challenging measurements of these excited bands which could be signature of chiral symmetry can be addressed with next generation γ-ray tracking detectors [44] coupled to a large spectrometer [23,45]. Fig. 5 illustrates the sensitivity of the calculations to various values of $\gamma$ for $^{114,116,118}$Rh. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 also illustrates the trend of signature splitting as a function

---

Fig. 3. Yrast bands of even-A isotopes of Rh built on the low-high spin states studied in this work. Excitation energies (in keV) are relative to the 7− levels. The corresponding TPSM calculations are also shown including a low lying excited band (see text).
The axial deformation parameter ($\epsilon$) and triaxial deformation parameter ($\epsilon'$) employed in the calculation for $^{114-119}$Rh isotopes ($\gamma = \tan^{-1}(\epsilon'/\epsilon)$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$^{114}$Rh</th>
<th>$^{115}$Rh</th>
<th>$^{116}$Rh</th>
<th>$^{117}$Rh</th>
<th>$^{118}$Rh</th>
<th>$^{119}$Rh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon'$</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Experimental energy signature splitting ($E\gamma - E(\gamma - 1)$) for (a) $^{115}$Rh and (b) $^{117}$Rh compared with the TPSM results for various triaxial deformation parameters $\gamma$.

Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 for the even-A isotopes (a) $^{114}$Rh, (b) $^{116}$Rh, and (c) $^{118}$Rh. presents the first comparison of these predictions with data for nuclei very far from stability. As can be seen from Table 1, the extracted triaxial deformations are nearly constant between $^{114}$Rh and $^{119}$Rh, and thus showing the absence of the existence of another region of increased triaxiality as predicted in Ref. [17]. The need for higher-order shape parameterization, which has been shown to be required in the actinide region [46] could be a possible reason for the discrepancy of Ref. [17] with the experimental results. Mean field calculations for even–even nuclei [47] predict changes in the $S_{2n}$ near N ~ 74 around Ru. Beyond mean field calculations of Ref. [18] predict a smooth evolution of $\gamma$ for Ru and Pd but with a decreasing mean value of $\beta$. However Ref. [48] mentions that the mean values of $\beta$ and $\gamma$ deformation parameters obtained with 5-DCH calculations have to be taken with caution, and that small values of $\beta$ imply almost no deformation and thus little relevance of the parameter $\gamma$. Thus these 5DCH calculations using the Gogny HFB mean field predict a vanishing of deformation and triaxiality for these nuclei [48]. Hence the present work shows the importance for such measurements for nuclei far from the valley of stability and points towards the need for improvements in the various predictions of triaxiality in this region. The evolution of these deformations could have an impact on the inputs required for calculating the abundance of elements in this mass region [49].

In summary, we have reported for the first time the rotational response, obtained from the measurement of prompt $\gamma$ rays, of...
the very neutron rich isotopes of $^{116-119}$Rh. The calculations of the quantum mechanical model TPSM shows that the observed level energy differences are sensitive to the $\gamma$ deformation for $^{116-119}$Rh isotopes, even at low spin. Using the TPSM results, the need for substantial and nearly constant triaxial deformation to explain the measured energy spectra for yrast bands is shown for the even-mass Rh as well as odd-mass Rh isotopes beyond $^{114}$Rh and $^{115}$Rh respectively. This work shows that evolution of triaxiality as a function of neutron number for the very neutron rich Rh isotopes differs from the global predictions for the evolution of non-axial shapes in the periodic table. In particular, for the predicted trend of a second local maxima for a triaxial shape around $N \approx 74$ is not observed. The present work is a first step in understanding the evolution of triaxial shapes far from stability. Further improvements in the experimental sensitivities, to be achieved in both fragment and $\gamma$-ray detection capabilities at energies around the Coulomb barrier, could allow the characterization of the non-yrast states in these nuclei to search for the presence of novel collective modes associated with the triaxial rotation, like chiral bands.
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